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ABSTRACT

Over the course of a few short years, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) expanded from Iraq and Syria into North Africa and South and Southeast Asia. This group initially took advantage of the chaos created by the Syrian civil war and the sectarian fractures of Iraq. ISIS sought to control territory and establish a new “caliphate.” The group set forth a clear strategy, one based on violence, extremism, and fear. It also made its way to Europe through attacks in Belgium, France, Germany, and other European countries. While terrorism is not a new phenomenon in Europe, there is a question of why ISIS would seek to conduct extra-territorial attacks if the main goal was to establish sovereignty in Syria and Iraq. These wide-ranging attacks can be defined as a form of remote warfare, specifically remote terrorism. Remote terrorism allows ISIS and similar organizations to enjoy the same capabilities that remote warfare provides nation-states. Therefore, the basic hypothesis for this research is: Terrorist groups that seek to control or already control territory will also use remote warfare to conduct extra-territorial attacks. This thesis will not develop a completely new theory of remote warfare. Rather, it will consider case studies, and conduct cross-case comparisons in order to identify gaps in existing remote warfare theory. It will further establish remote terrorism as a unique domain within an existing concept of remote warfare. This will be done through the examination of terror attacks in Europe—specifically Paris, Brussels, and Nice—conducted by ISIS.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AQ</td>
<td>Al Qaeda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRI</td>
<td>Brigade of Research and Intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CET</td>
<td>Central European Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJTF-OIR</td>
<td>Combined Joint Task Force—Operation Inherent Resolve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Counter Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVT</td>
<td>High Value Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPOL</td>
<td>Directorate General for International Polices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS</td>
<td>Islamic State in Iraq and Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IW</td>
<td>Irregular Warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORG</td>
<td>Oxford Research Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCE</td>
<td>Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMSC</td>
<td>Private Military &amp; Security Companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAID</td>
<td>Recherché Assistance Intervention Dissuasion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>Remote Controlled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW</td>
<td>Remote Warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOF</td>
<td>Special Operations Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>START</td>
<td>Study of Terrorism and the Responses to Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTP</td>
<td>Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAV</td>
<td>Unmanned Aerial Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I. ON “REMOTE CONTROL”

A. INTRODUCTION

The word “drone” conjures many meanings. It is a worker bee building a hive for its queen, a senseless person with no real direction, or as most would now think, an unmanned aircraft flying overhead. All of these notions have the common idea of mindlessness. The worker bee lives and dies at the direction of the hive and queen, respectively, and the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is completely on “remote control,” operated by an outside actor. In the context of warfare, specifically remote warfare (RW), the word “drone” can be found throughout many newspaper headlines due to the use of UAVs in fighting terrorism abroad. The drone is a means to an end in operations connected to a higher strategy. The bee or the aircraft, even in mindlessness, has purpose and direction. What more could a drone be if it had “human-like” decision making with regards to its targets? The Islamic State or ISIS has answered that question. They have led a campaign against European targets with aid from such human drones. Many world powers use drones in the technical sense (e.g., UAVs) for military action. The drone also offers the user flexibility, lower costs in terms of lives and resources, and easy access to its targets. For the same reasons, ISIS conducts terror attacks against its targets. The main idea of this thesis is terror attacks, specifically those conducted by organizations that seek to hold territory and are conducting RW. Additionally, this thesis will establish terror attacks as a unique domain and expand upon an existing model of RW1 through cases of ISIS-directed and inspired attacks within Europe.

The group at the center of all the cases used within the thesis is the Islamic State. There are many names that the media and various governments have used such as IS, ISIS, ISIL, and the term Daesh, which Arab countries have used as an insult against the group. For continuity purposes the moniker “ISIS” will be used for the study.

---

While some believe that ISIS is just another group in a long line of terrorist organizations, others see the group as unlike any other. The delineation in most cases is seen in ISIS’ control of territory, adaptability, and brutality. Peter R. Mansoor wrote, “Unlike Hezbollah, Hamas, the Tamil Tigers, or the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia, ISIS is not content with controlling a limited amount of territory confined to a single nation-state.” ISIS is often referred to as a learning organization, and if this is so, it is at least arguable that they are taking the lessons from larger nation-states in regards to the advantages of using drones to attack their enemies. These examples and meanings are not at the center of dispute; there may be room, however, for an expansion of the connotation of the word “drone” and its place in the theory of remote warfare (RW).

Through the end of 2015 and through the summer of 2016, Europe and the world saw first-hand the savagery of ISIS. Some in the media were quick to qualify the attacks as something other than outright acts of terrorism. As the facts of each incident became more apparent, the early assessments became less accurate. In light of this development, what term or concept could best qualify these attacks? The Long War Journal recently published an article that used the words “remote controlled” in reference to ISIS attacks in Europe. Germany’s Interior Minister, Thomas de Maiziere, said that the jihadists were guided by remote control. French prosecutor Francois Molins has used the same phrase, “remote-controlled,” to describe a group of women who were plotting terrorism in Paris. Following the July 2016 train attack in Wurzburg, the German news outlet Süddeutsche Zeitung reported: “The details revealed in the transcripts [see Figure 1] are chilling. Khan


5 Ibid.

6 Ibid.
[Riaz Khan Ahmadzai] and Daleel may have acted alone, in the sense that no other terrorist was physically with them when they struck. But they were certainly not ‘lone wolves’ in any meaningful sense.”

---

**Figure 1. Conversation between ISIS Controller and Riaz Khan Ahmadzai**

The Wurzburg attack is an example of ISIS attempting to exert influence and effects outside their geospatial areas of control. It also meets the preliminary check of flexibility, autonomy, and most importantly, outside control. This examination requires further research. The inquiry will not seek to refute the terms “lone wolf” or “inspired attack,” but it will take each of these types into account under the umbrella of RW. The research conducts a case study, examines a set of cases specific to ISIS attacks within

---


8 Adapted from Ibid.
Europe, and seeks to establish remote terrorism as a unique domain inside in an existing concept of RW.

We also try to answer the following questions:

- What are the conditions and mechanisms that enable the Islamic State to conduct attacks in Europe that amount to a form of remote warfare?
- How are ISIS terrorist attacks related to the theory of remote warfare?
- Why would ISIS conduct attacks in Europe?
- What are the common factors in ISIS attacks in Europe that would amount to remote warfare?

The info-graph in Figure 2 establishes how ISIS attacks fit the concept and outlines subsequent research. Before one can find answers to this question, the concept of remote warfare must be established for the correct context and placement within the existing theory.

---

B. ISIS STRATEGY: STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS

The establishment of ISIS strategy has its roots in the early machinations of Osama Bin Laden, and his notion of the “near and far enemy.” Bin Laden devised a strategy of attacking the “far” enemy or the West, while his follower Ayman al-Zawahiri maintained the idea of the “near” enemy or Middle Eastern regimes. The “far” enemy strategy was manifested in the September 11 attack, which could be counted as the first large-scale example of remote terror. Al Qaeda did not pursue in earnest attacks on western targets in order to focus on its struggle with the “near” enemy and persevering against losses to coalition forces in Iraq and Afghanistan. At the end of 2011 through 2012, the United States ended its mission in Iraq, the Iraqi Security Forces fell into disrepair, and sectarian violence increased once again. These factors contributed to a security vacuum that gave rise to the Sunni militant leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and the so-called Islamic State. Baghdadi and his ilk consolidated power and moved on targets of opportunity within Syria and Iraq. In a drastic turn from their predecessors and sources of inspiration, however, ISIS chose to once again pursue the “far” enemy.

While this thesis does not fully explore the background or motivations for why ISIS conducts itself in the manner it has over the past few years, there must be some consideration of key factors that contribute to answering why the so-called Islamic State would strike targets abroad in concert with their domestic operations. The author of The Management of Savagery, under the pseudonym Abu Naji Bakr, wrote a manifesto on how an aspirant terror organization would go about establishing a pseudo-state. The text provides not only a form for strategy, but also grounds for why ISIS would conduct remote warfare. Specifically, the text states this about keeping an enemy off balance: “The policy of ‘paying the price’ is the situation will deter the enemy and make him think one thousand

---


11 Ibid.


times before attacking regions managed by a regime of the administration of savagery because he knows that he will pay the price (for doing so), even if (the retribution) comes later.”

As ISIS has a strategy for Syria, Iraq, and other global locations, it also has a strategy for Europe. An issue of the *Perspectives on Terrorism Journal* states, “Seen in the light of the investigations of IS [Islamic State] related plots in Europe, the official statements and propaganda leave little doubt that the group is leading an organized terrorist campaign of retribution and deterrence against its European adversaries.” An article published in the academic journal Decision Analysis examines ISIS strategy and breaks down its various components. Table 1 outlines what the report states as the main components to its strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control and Govern the Islamic State</td>
<td>Establish a Caliphate in Iraq and the Levant</td>
<td>Expand Islam and Sharia Law World Wide</td>
<td>Re-create the Power and Glory of Sunni Islam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The four components in Table 1 lay the foundation for what ISIS wants to achieve both regionally and globally. For simplicity’s sake, each component will be attributed an...
arbitrary label of C (X). The three components that directly support the Islamic State’s possible use of remote warfare are: “1) Control and Govern the Islamic State (C1/2); 2) Expand Islam and Sharia Law World Wide (C3); and 3) Re-create the Power and Glory of Sunni Islam (C4).” 19 These three require a deeper look to properly nest the idea of RW. According to the START report, the sub-categories of “Capacity and Control,” “External Support,” and “Umma (Community) Support” 20 are a large portion of both C3 and C4. The specific objectives within Capacity and Control, External Support, and Umma Support are outlined in Table 2. 21

Table 2. Objectives: Capacity and Control, External Support, Umma Support 22

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C1/2</th>
<th>Shape Battle Fields to Gain Advantages</th>
<th>Spook their Military Adversaries by Suicidal Attacks</th>
<th>Increase Number of Fighters and Followers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Attack Foreign Countries from the Inside/Create Brand Notoriety as Ruthless and Pure</td>
<td>Demonstrate Military Strength and Terroristic Capabilities/Kill, Frighten and Convert Infidels</td>
<td>Be a Feared, Authentic, Radical, Brutal, Rigorous Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>Guard and Treat Sunnis with Respect</td>
<td>Demonstrate Superiority of (Strict) Religion and Increase Sunni Self-Esteem</td>
<td>Be Recognized as the Leader of the (Global) Jihad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These specific objectives are chosen to highlight the fact that ISIS 1) has a definite strategy 2) is conducting more than “lone wolf” or “inspired” attacks abroad. 23 The objectives show ISIS members have aspirations of imposing their will on other countries, much like legitimate nation-states do on a regular basis. The organization has

19 Ibid.
20 Ibid.
21 These components, sub-categories, and objectives are not all-inclusive to the figures within the START report. Each of the aspects of the report was collected by both Subject Matter Experts (SME) and Open Source. The expanded objectives explore what ISIS is reportedly trying to achieve both within the Middle East and North Africa, as well as within Foreign Territories.
22 Adapted from Siebert, von Winterfeldt, and John, “Identifying and Structuring the Objectives of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) and Its Followers,” 26–50.
23 An in-depth study of the structure of ISIS will not be a part of this thesis. For the best understanding of the origins, expansion, and structure of ISIS, the books *ISIS Inside the Army of Terror* by Michael Weiss and Hassan Hassan and *The ISIS Apocalypse* by William McCants are formative works that provide noteworthy insights into the origins and structure of the Islamic State. This also leaves room for future study if ISIS is conducting a form of RW, to what degree does their structure support its use?
no true “time-line” to speak of in obtaining these objectives, but rather that they will do whatever it takes for however long it takes to achieve them.

The information presented in Tables 1 and 2 builds toward answering why ISIS would consider using RW. The July 2016 article “ISIS’s Campaign in Europe” by Caitlin Forrest and Dina Shahrokhi and “Understanding the Changing Tactics of the so-called Islamic State” by Vera Mironova on “why” ISIS would conduct RW in Europe aid in answering the “European strategy” question. There are currently two schools of thought that could move toward answering “why.” The first involves the ideas of desperation and reprisal. Journalists at the *Washington Post* reported in July 2016 that ISIS was decentralizing and conducting attacks due to their recent territorial loses in Iraq and Syria. The article further states that “US counterterrorism experts believe the mass casualty attacks in Istanbul and Baghdad in the past month were largely a response to military reversals in Syria.” The article goes on to say “such terrorist acts are likely to continue and even intensify.”

Both of these statements allude to the fact that ISIS is conducting extra-territorial attacks because they are becoming desperate, as well as retaliating for their recent losses.

The other idea that is circulating is the idea that although ISIS has lost much territory, wealth and manpower in recent months, their attacks are simply a continuation of a pre-existing strategy. In a 2016 report, Paul Rogers wrote that ISIS could be in a state of flux. He stated that although there is evidence that ISIS is being beaten back in Syria and Iraq, there could be grounds for thinking of ISIS as only being in a state of transition. This statement is reinforced by the July 2016 Forrest-Shahrokhi article in which they stated that attacks in Europe are not a “desperate” reaction to losses in Iraq and Syria as Secretary of State John Kerry suggested, but rather a continuation of its global objectives in spite of them.


Finally, ISIS could be attempting RW due to the same advantages it gives larger nation-states.\textsuperscript{27} As previously stated, nation-states such as the United States, Great Britain, and France all have offensive drone capabilities. These countries use their drones to overcome various limitations in resources and political or public will, and to offer precision strikes in accordance to their ethical and legal directives.\textsuperscript{28} While ISIS differs in the latter statement in their brutal, inequitable targeting of innocents, they do share some of the same limitations that would make the use of RW an acceptable choice.

ISIS has lost a large portion of their territory and resources over the past year, but even before that they had heavy limitations on how they could use those resources. The inspiration and direction to individuals within Europe offers ISIS a mode to strike at specific targets while overcoming resource and territorial limitations. These strikes also get at the limitation of political and public will. While this limitation is reversed for the aforementioned nation-states (in that sending masses of troops to deter or destroy an adversary is wildly unpopular), ISIS has to make its followers believe that those options could be possible, by projecting strength outside their boundaries. These attacks throughout Europe offer a way of inspiring future followers, or even drumming up support through resources or popular opinion. It is arguable that even if ISIS is driven from Syria and Iraq, they would continue to attempt at striking targets abroad to maintain the “status quo” of projecting strength, recruitment, and exact revenge.

The equivalencies made in the previous section are not to say that ISIS is completely on par with the nation-states that use drones against military and political targets vice ISIS’s targeting of civilians. This begs the question of why target civilians if ISIS is trying to achieve their strategies abroad? A possible analogy might be the historic example of the strategic bombing campaigns of World War II. Targets such as Dresden in Germany or Tokyo in Japan offered the allies opportunities to demoralize and even terrorize large population centers of the Axis powers. These targets held some military value, but were mostly civilian populations. The United Kingdom also conducted night

\textsuperscript{27} William McCants, \textit{The ISIS Apocalypse} (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2015).

raids against German civilian targets in retribution for attacks against London. These two examples could give insight to the rationale that ISIS could be using in their campaigns abroad. The previously stated linkages are not to say that what nation-states are doing is an immoral practice, it is to say that they provide examples for learning organizations such as ISIS to feed their perverse view of how they could possibly win an inevitably losing battle.

C. REMOTE WARFARE AND ISIS ATTACKS

The literature germane to the proper terms and concepts for analysis is the 2015 report “Remote Warfare (RW): Developing a Framework for Evaluating Its Use” by Dr. Jon Moran. Through Dr. Moran’s research, the Oxford Research Group’s (ORG) Remote Control Project defines RW as the following: “Remote warfare is a term used to describe a group of tactics that allow states to prosecute military activities from a distance rather than using conventional warfare.” ISIS attacks in Europe have potential to fit within the existing theory. Moran’s report states that, “Remote-control warfare is an emerging strategy that allows for conflict to be actioned at a distance.” ISIS has used conventional tactics against Iraqi and Syrian forces, but has made serious efforts to attack targets throughout the globe, thus “conflict actioned at a distance.” The literature also states, “[remote warfare] incorporates technologies and light-footprint deployments that enable policy makers and military planners to approve actions that would unlikely be considered if using conventional means.” While ISIS does not have policy makers in

---


30 Dr. Jon Moran is a lecturer in the Department of Politics and International Relations at the University of Leicester. He is researching the role of ‘remote warfare’ in conflict in conjunction with the ORG: Remote Control Project.


33 Ibid.
the exact terms referenced in the report, they do have an established, governing body, as well as military planners that consider strategy and the application of resources.\textsuperscript{34}

Jon Moran describes six principles that he believes are inherent and must be present to define the action as RW. The principles founded in 1960 are the following:

1. The use of flexible expeditionary/policing forces rather than garrisons operating from networks of “lily pad bases”
2. The use of local auxiliary forces who have knowledge and less accountability
3. The use of “killing at a distance” techniques based on new technology
4. The use of elite special units (both public and private) as force multipliers (This may include covert action)
5. The increasing emphasis on intelligence/surveillance to enable force concentration
6. Information Operations.\textsuperscript{35}

The attacks across Europe, and even the United States, require examination as to what degree these principles exist within ISIS attacks, as well as if there are any other factors that arise.

As far as setting context, applying terror attacks with the concept of remote warfare requires a detailing of the Oxford Research Group’s Remote Control Project, specifically Dr. Jon Moran’s contributions. Dr. Moran’s report was written to outline both the history and the theory of remote warfare as it pertains to British strategy of standard drone use in warfare.\textsuperscript{36} He utilizes historical examples along with contemporary technological advances, however, to come to a definition of remote warfare that provides a substantial portion of the framework for the case studies that will be analyzed within this thesis. The report is also one of the only non-technical definitions found in the

\textsuperscript{34} Siebert, von Winterfeldt, and John, “Identifying and Structuring the Objectives of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) and Its Followers,” 26–50.

\textsuperscript{35} Moran, \textit{Remote Warfare (RW}}, 4.

\textsuperscript{36} Ibid..
existing body of literature. Dr. Moran states that RW is not a new type of war and even states that “A concentration on technology (such as drones) may lead away from understanding the ‘deep’ nature of remote warfare.” He offers five case studies starting with the United Kingdom’s 2000 intervention in Sierra Leone. Each of the case studies further supports his concept of RW, and to the support of this thesis, shows that RW is not unique to current conflict or exclusive to the use of remotely piloted aircraft. The idea of technology and its use in Dr. Moran’s definition of RW will not be important to building the theory.

The ORG: Remote Control Project also outlines five domains within RW. The five domains are the following: 1) Special Operations Forces 2) Unmanned Vehicles and Autonomous Weapons Systems 3) Private Military & Security Companies (PMSC) 4) Cyber Conflict 5) Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance.” As mentioned before, the following research will seek to establish “terror attacks” as a potential sixth unique domain within the concept of RW.

D. BACKGROUND LITERATURE

For a wide-ranging study, there are other sources of literature important to the various backgrounds, facts, cases, and concepts inherent to answering the central research question. There is an assertion that ISIS attacks are not “lone wolf attacks” alone, but a part of a larger strategical concept. This is the first literature required to round out the research. Also central to the thesis is the understanding of the existing knowledge and expertise of terrorism in Europe. These sources add important perspective and knowledge to better establish a potential connection between terrorist attacks and RW. Finally, literature pertaining to counter terrorism is important for the conclusion and recommendations of the thesis. If the cases derive a strong connection between terrorist

37 Ibid.
38 Ibid.
39 Ibid., 5.
40 Ibid.
attacks and remote warfare, then a strong understanding is needed of how Special Operations Forces or SOF might counter these efforts.

1. “Lone Wolf” Terrorism

As previously stated, the thesis will not contest the term or use of “lone wolf” terrorism, but rather place the term and use within the overall concept of a terror attack. To do so there must be a base of knowledge of what literature currently exists pertaining to “lone wolf” terrorism. There are multiple books that delve into the topic of “lone wolf” terrorism. Marc Sageman’s 2008 book *Leaderless Jihad* established a method for studying terrorism, specifically attacks that are carried out at great distance from the central command or cell of a terrorist organization.\(^{41}\) Jeffery Simon further codified this idea in his book *Lone Wolf Terrorism*.\(^{42}\) The attributes of both the individual and the organizations that Sageman and Simon support still hold true with the current attacks carried out by ISIS, but the research question will attempt to expand the understanding of the space between the attack and the supported organization. Simon discusses the nature of the Lone Wolf at an individual level. He explains the psyche of those who conduct the attacks and focuses much less on the organization or ideology that they claim to support. Simon further states, “lone wolves are not burdened by any group decision-making process or intergroup dynamics that can sometimes stifle creativity in formulating plans and operations.”\(^{43}\) The “lone wolf” will be held under the assertion that it is an end state of a larger strategy.

In July 2016, Daveed Gartenstein-Ross and Nathaniel Barr wrote an article in the *Foreign Affairs Journal* entitled “The Myth of Lone-Wolf Terrorism,” in which the two authors attempt to redefine and expand the idea of “lone wolf” terrorism. The article outlines a set of categories that extra-national terrorist attacks can be set against. The authors state the danger in rushing to label operatives as disconnected from others. The authors also outline a need for understanding the networks involved in the so-called “lone
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wolf attack.” As previously stated, there is a substantial need for understanding the space between the attack and the parent organization. Our research will attempt to further expand on Gartenstein-Ross and Barr’s argument by coupling the ideas of Sageman and Simon with the structured exploration of the conditions and mechanisms that enable groups such as ISIS to enact their strategy within Europe and beyond.

2. **Terrorism in Europe**

We now examine terrorism in Europe, specifically those acts recently carried out by or inspired by ISIS. Terrorism in its modern form is not a new phenomenon. It is more a communications than a military strategy. It has to be distinguished from an insurgency, even if insurgents use terrorism as a method to support their cause.

There is a broad body of literature about specific (political) historical periods, which covers almost every individual European terror organization and movement or the phenomenon of terrorism in general. One of the earliest publications using the term “irregular warfare” (IW) comes from the German professor Friedrich v. d. Heydte. He scratches not only strategic aspects, definitions and legal issues, but also provides a comprehensive overview about the specific conditions and terrorist strategies in Europe. A contributing part for this research is his distinction of single aspects and mechanisms behind terrorist activities as part of IW.

Another Europe-focused assessment in the aftermath of 9/11 is Lorenzo Vidino’s *Al Qaeda in Europe*. Focusing on Al Qaeda (AQ) attacks in Europe, Vidino uses case studies of the major terrorist incidents in Europe to define the problem set. His research provides deeper insights about Jihad ideology in Europe, the terrorist and their background, their supporting structure and other important parts of the mechanisms behind these attacks in
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In a fine distinction between “Homegrown Threat,” “Home-brewed Threat” and “Imported Threat,” he determines Europe’s biggest social and security problem: the radicalization of its growing Muslim population in parallel segregated societies as a result of Europe’s post-colonial structure and “refugees welcome” policy after the Soviet-Afghan war in the 1980s. We can clearly identify parallel political and social conditions in recent times that contribute to ISIS-related RW-type activities in Europe.

The most recent research work focusing on “Islamist terrorism in Europe” comes from Petter Nesser. Giving a historical overview about Islamic terrorism in Europe, Nesser argues that the Jihadi threat to Europe is more organized than assumed. He also uses case studies as method to define the components of a Jihadi terror cell (micro-level) and a terror plot (mid-level), while also connecting the dots to a decentralized Jihad strategy for Europe (macro-level). Nesser further distinguishes between “leader-led” (top-down) and “leaderless” (bottom-up) terrorist approaches. With his research, Nesser provides us probably the most comprehensive insight about the mechanisms and interdependencies within Islamist terrorism in Europe. The war in Syria and Iraq, with the rise of ISIS, created a “blowback” for Islamic terrorism in Europe, amplified by the recent attacks in Paris, Brussels, Istanbul, Nice, and Germany.

Using these recent cases, we will connect the dots and open ties to define the enabling “terror attacks” as a part of RW. In the absence of recent analytic literature on
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these newest cases, we will use official government reports, newspaper reports and journal articles to highlight the similarities and differences to “older” cases.

3. Counter Terrorism

The literature about counter terrorism will enable mainly the idea of how to counter the asserted concept of remote warfare. The existing publications set a scope of ideas and concepts that have potential applications following thorough case studies. While Vidino and Nesser’s research is mainly descriptive, Michael Sheehan provides us with his book Crush the Cell, which offers more implications from a counter-terrorism (CT) perspective.56 Also focusing on AQ, but like Vidino embedding it in a Global Jihad framework, Sheehan uses case studies to determine the threat to the U.S. after 9/11 and provides some remarkable cornerstones that contribute to a more CT-focused and actionable (domestic) security strategy. By changing his level of analysis from the single cases to a macro-perspective, he connects the dots between “Lone Wolves, Cults and radical movements”57 and an overall strategy, which contributes indirectly to our research. Stating that “intelligence is key,”58 Sheehan defines some basic offensive59 and defensive60 strategies for CT. These defined strategies are a result of his knowledge and background in the U.S. Army Special Forces and NYPD’s CT cell, and are an outcome of his assessment of U.S. CT approaches in the aftermath of 9/11.61 These offensive and defensive strategies, even focused on the U.S., may be to a certain degree also useful for our own research’s conclusions and recommendations section focusing on Europe.

A recent study, commissioned by the European Parliament’s Policy Department for Citizens’ Rights and Constitutional Affairs, identifies (counter-) terrorism trends, threats and
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policies in the European Union. This study is a consequent successor of the European Union’s 2005 Counter Terrorism Strategy. It focuses particularly on seven overall themes:

1. fora, measures and tools for operational cooperation and intelligence /law enforcement and judicial information exchange,
2. data collection and database access and interoperability,
3. measures to enhance external border security,
4. combating terrorist financing,
5. firearms and explosive weapons,
6. criminal justice measures,
7. prevention of radicalization.

It further includes some deductive policy recommendations and measurements of effectiveness. The results and recommendations of this study should be beneficial to our own research’s conclusions and recommendations section.

Another recent document with a comprehensive assessment of the Jihadi threat to Europe comes from the European Policy Center’s Counter Extremism Project. This study provides historical background, threat assessment, and countermeasures focused on violent extremism in Europe. One of its leading authors is the already-mentioned Lorenzo Vidino.

Both aforementioned documents make the distinction between “lone wolf” and coordinated attacks by militant groups. For both types of attacks, the studies assess the enabling mechanisms and radicalization processes. They both assess the so-called home-grown terrorism as one of the main challenges: “A network of people born and raised in Europe, often radicalized within a relatively short period of time, have proven to be willing and able to act as facilitators and active accomplices in terrorism...the attacks exposed the failure of counter-terrorism policies across the continent.”
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II. RESEARCH DESIGN

This research will not develop a completely new theory of RW via case studies in a heuristic sense. It will initially follow deductive research methods to identify gaps in existing RW theory. This will be done by deductively testing the most comprehensive RW model of Dr. Moran/Oxford Research Group (ORG): Remote Control Project, in order to assess the validity and scope conditions of the existing model. In a follow-on inductive approach, new variables will be added to this model by in-case and cross-case comparison of the most recent ISIS terror attacks (sub-type 1 and 2) in Europe in order to establish a new RW domain: remote terrorism.

The theory testing part of this research will test the selected cases in Europe for Dr. Moran’s six principles of RW. Simple observations within these representative cases of both sub-types will potentially answer the question, “Do Dr. Moran’s six principles exist within the cases of ISIS terror attacks in Europe?” The next question that requires an answer is, “What other factors establish these attacks as a form of RW?” These observations will also look for patterns inherent to the cases. If a majority of Moran’s principles exist, and there are a significant number of defining factors and patterns that establish them as a unique domain, then the following hypothesis toward an adjustment of existing RW theory can be made: “Terrorist Groups (like ISIS) that seek to control or already control territory will use RW to conduct extra-territorial attacks.” The following cases will be central to the study: the 2015 Paris attack, the 2015 Brussels attack, the 2016 Nice attack, and the 2016 Wurzburg attack. All cases have the commonality of being either directed (sub-type 1) or inspired (sub-type 2) by ISIS and are considered to be similar to the most likely terrorist scenarios in Europe in the future. The research will go further in attempting to establish these attacks within the theory of RW as a new domain within Moran’s model. This should be supported by accommodating equifinality through deriving equal causal patterns from the selected subset of cases, which ideally
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lead to similar outcomes. The aforementioned combination of deductive theory testing and inductive supplementing of existing RW theory is laid out in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Theoretical Framework and Method

The data used within the case studies will be derived from multiple published works and data sets. In Section I ISIS Strategy and related sections, data is collected from a report from START. The International Institute for Counter Terrorism produced a special report from which much of the data will be pulled for the Brussels case. The
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Trends Research & Advisory Group has also published various reports concerning the Paris and Nice attacks in France, from which data will be used. Other data sources from specific data sets relevant to ISIS terrorism in Europe will be used.

A. EXPANDING THE CONCEPT

Dr. Jon Moran and ORG: Remote Control Project have done some comprehensive and pioneering work in defining and outlining a model of RW as it pertains to the British strategy of standard drone use in warfare. “Remote-control warfare is an emerging strategy that allows for conflict to be actioned at a distance. It incorporates technologies and light-footprint deployments that enable policymakers and military planners to approve actions that would unlikely be considered if using conventional means.” The Moran Report itself, however, also offers one of the few non-technical definitions found through exploring existing theories. Dr. Moran argues that RW is not a new type of war and even states that “a concentration on technology [such as drones] may lead away from understanding the ‘deep’ nature of remote warfare [better understood as] military activities from a distance rather than using conventional warfare.”

The Moran Report and ORG further defines five overall key areas/domains (D) of remote warfare:

1. Special Forces
2. Private military and security companies
3. Unmanned vehicles and autonomous weapon systems
4. Cyber warfare and intelligence
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5. Surveillance and reconnaissance

All these key areas are dissociated from conventional warfare areas by following a specific set of RW typical principles. Moran’s six overall principles (P) are:

1. The use of flexible expeditionary/policing forces rather than garrisons operating from networks of “lilypad” bases
2. The use of local auxiliary forces who have knowledge and less accountability
3. The use of “killing at a distance” techniques based on new technology
4. The use of elite special units (both public and private) as force multipliers (may include covert action)
5. The increasing emphasis on intelligence/surveillance to enable force concentration
6. Information Operations

We argue that those six principles (P) and some other specific factors can be observed in both subtypes of terrorist attacks like Paris. If this is true, then we are able to add the aforementioned sixth key area (D) to the RW theory: 6. remote terrorism. We further argue that both sub-types of terror attacks (directed and inspired) follow the same principles and have the same desired effects. In order to establish the framework for adding this new key area (domain) to the theory, we have to apply the outcomes of Paris to the aforementioned principles. Analyzing our Paris case with this specific lens, we find not only evidence that conforms to those six principles (P) of RW, but also some partially essential additional factors (F) that may make a RW-type terror attack a unique sixth domain (D) within Moran’s model.
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B. CASE: PARIS, FRANCE, NOVEMBER 13, 2015

1. Summary

The preplanned and coordinated attacks in Paris on Friday, November 13, by three groups of armed terrorists and suicide bombers hit the famous “Bataclan” theater, the soccer stadium “Stade de France,” and several bistros and bars almost at the same time. About 129 people were killed and another 351 wounded.81 ISIS immediately claimed responsibility for the attacks as retaliation for the ongoing French (and coalition) airstrikes on ISIS targets in Iraq and Syria.82 French President François Hollande called the attacks an “act of war by ISIS, planned in Syria, organized in Belgium, and perpetrated with support from French citizens.”83 All identified Paris attackers were EU citizens who had combat experience and fought for ISIS in Syria. Some had returned to Europe, pretending to be refugees, following the waves of asylum seekers. The head of the jihadist terror cell, 27-year-old “Abdelhamid Abaaoud is believed to have organized a string of attacks that made him the most talked-about—and, in jihadist circles, feted—terrorist since Osama bin Laden.”84

2. Background

Since the Charlie Hebdo shooting and several related attacks, France had been on high alert for terrorist attacks. It had increased its inner security and reestablished border-control prior to the attacks. In anticipation of the United Nations Climate Change Conference, planned for December 2015, Paris was already a special focus for security
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and intelligence services. Nonetheless, the attacks of November 13, 2015 in the Paris suburb of Saint-Denis exposed weakness and holes in the French and European security apparatus and open border system, which allowed Abdelhamid Abaaoud and his jihadist friends “to infiltrate France under the noses of the intelligence services across the Continent.” According to French officials, the Paris attacks were plotted for 11 months and were part of a series of at least four to six other terrorist plots foiled in France and Belgium since spring 2015. According to several other sources, foreign intelligence agencies had also warned France of an imminent attack months before, but were ignored by French authorities.

This attack was most likely an act of compellence, aimed at getting France out of the war against ISIS. This assumption is supported by several other attacks against other European anti ISIS coalition partner countries. “ISIS may be choosing to attack the most salient threats to its existence in spectacular ways to influence public opinion and turn them against policies of direct intervention […] Terrorist attacks aimed at changing public opinion have been successful in the past, notably in the withdrawal of Spain from Iraq following the Al Qaeda bombing of Atocha train station in 2004.” On November 15, however, France responded to the Paris attacks with a series of airstrikes against ISIS targets in the vicinity of Raqqa, an ISIS stronghold east of Aleppo in Syria. The aircraft carrier “Charles de Gaulle” was deployed into the Mediterranean Sea in support of the coalition air campaign. In the following weeks, the French government worked on legal,
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political and military countermeasures in response to the treat.\textsuperscript{90} Meanwhile, an extension of the state of emergency to three months was proposed and approved.

3. Overview of the Attack

Three assault teams, or “platforms,” armed with small arms and explosives targeted six locations across Paris in nearly simultaneous attacks. They attacked the Stade de France stadium with suicide bombers and the La Petit Cambodge and Le Carillon restaurants, the Café Bonne Biere, the restaurant La Belle Equipe, the restaurant Comptoir Voltaire, and the Bataclan concert hall with gunmen and suicide bombers. Each team was controlled by an external source, had a specified target, and aimed at achieving a specific set of effects. The teams operated much like a drone swarm.\textsuperscript{91} The detailing of these attacks is broken up by assault team.

(1) Assault Team 1

Assault Team 1 led the first strike at 9:20 pm Central European Time (CET) near the national stadium Stade de France in the district Saint-Denis, Avenue Jules Rimet, while the French national soccer team was playing Germany. Ten minutes later, a second explosion rocked the same location. At 9:53 pm CET, another detonation followed on Rue de la Cokerie.\textsuperscript{92} Security measures at the stadium kept all of the suicide bombers from penetrating the stadium. French officials concluded that the task of the initial bomber was to detonate inside Stade de France, forcing a panicked exit onto the streets where the remaining assailters would ambush the civilians causing massive casualties. The three suicide bombers and one bystander were the only casualties. All other visitors


and fans, including French President Francois Hollande, were evacuated in a safe and orderly manner.93

(2) Assault Team 2

Assault Team 2 had the objective of attacking crowded Paris cafes and restaurants. At 9:29 pm CET the terrorists, armed with assault rifles, opened fire at the intersection of Rue Alibert and Rue Bichat, in the 10th district of Paris. They killed 15 civilians outside Café Le Carillon and inside the restaurant Le Petit Cambodge before fleeing in a nearby parked car. At 9:32 pm CET, an attacker with an assault rifle fired shots outside Café Bonne Bière on the Rue de la Fontaine-au-Roi south of the Rue Bichat. After killing five people and wounding another eight, the jihadists fled. At 9:36 pm CET, two other jihadists used automatic weapons to open fire on the outdoor terrace of the restaurant La Belle Équipe on the Rue de Charonne in the 11th district. After killing 19 people and critically wounding another nine, they escaped via a pre-staged vehicle. Four minutes later, in the same district, a suicide bomber entered the Comptoir Voltaire Café and placed an order before detonating his vest, killing himself and injuring 15 other civilians.94

(3) Assault Team 3

Assault Team 3 had the task of conducting what has become known as the “Bataclan Theater Massacre.” At 9:40 pm CET, three jihadists armed with assault rifles and suicide vests entered the Bataclan concert hall and opened fire on a crowd of 1,500 during a concert of the U.S. band Eagles of Death Metal. After 20 minutes of firing, the attackers took around 100 hostages. The jihadists start to execute hostages before French police began their counter-attack. At 12:20 pm CET, the Brigade of Research and Intervention (BRI) and the police elite tactical unit RAID began active operations to take back the theater.95 Two of the three team members detonated their explosive vests, one of
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which was shot and his vest blew up as he hit the ground. Overall, 89 civilians lost their lives in the Bataclan Theater and another 99 were taken to nearby hospitals in critical condition. The identification process following the attack took over 10 hours. The three members of Assault Team 3 were Ismail Mostefai, Samy Animour, and Foued Mohamed-Aggad. French authorities believe that the men used encrypted communication on their cellphones. One of their phones was found in a trash can at the Bataclan Theater. This phone led the investigators to the attacker’s safe house.

4. The Human Drones

“French officials investigating the Paris attacks on November 13 have identified most of the terrorists they believe to have carried out the assaults, claimed by ISIS. Three teams, three people each, executed the attacks.” Most terrorists, including their leader, were killed or have since been arrested by the authorities.

During the investigation, links between the Paris and Brussels cells including their support networks were revealed. “All of the known Paris attackers were EU citizens, who crossed borders without difficulty, albeit registered as terrorism suspects. According to the French Prime Minister, Manuel Valls, several of the perpetrators had exploited Europe’s immigration crisis to enter the continent undetected. At least some, including
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the alleged leader Abdelhamid Abaaoud, had visited Syria and returned radicalized like thousands of other Europeans.102

**Abdelhamid Abaaoud**, 28, Belgium citizen, is suspected to be the mastermind behind the Paris attacks. Besides the planning, he was personally involved in the armed assaults and shootings. He also directed the three terrorists in the Bataclan Theater by phone. His fingerprints were on an assault rifle found in an abandoned car in Montreuil. He was raised in Brussels, Belgium and was close to Salah Abdeslam.103 Most likely he was involved in another four out of six foiled attacks against targets in Western Europe in 2015. According to the official sources, he joined ISIS in late 2013 and spent time in Syria. He was shot by the police during a raid on his apartment in Saint-Denis a few days later on November 18.104

**Salah Abdeslam**, 26, French citizen born in Brussels, Belgium. His exact role in the Paris attacks is still vague. His brother Brahim Abdeslam was the suicide bomber that blew himself up in the Comptoir Voltaire Café. Prior to the attacks, he rented cars and hotel rooms outside Paris for the terror cell. His fingerprints were found in an apartment he rented under a false name.105 In this apartment, parts of explosive devices and other evidence were secured by the investigators. They believe Salah Abdeslam was the logistics chief for the Paris attackers, drove the three “suicide bombers who attacked the Stade de France to their destination and may have been”106 tasked for another planned attack in the 18th district, which never happened. After a lengthy manhunt, he was wounded and arrested during a police raid in Brussels on March 18 the following year.107
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Brahim Abdeslam, 31, French citizen born in Brussels, Belgium. He lived with his brother Salah in Molenbeek, a district of Brussels with a majority Muslim population, which Belgian officials describe as a “breeding ground for jihadists.”\textsuperscript{108} Both men had previous criminal records, and were linked to other planned terror plots in Belgium. They are also believed to have close relations to other terror cells. In 2015, Brahim tried to travel via Turkey to Syria to join ISIS, but was sent back to Belgium by Turkish authorities. Upon his return, Brahim Abdeslam was questioned by Belgian authorities about his intentions, but eventually released. According to friends and neighbors, both brothers were not attending prayers in the mosque, drank alcohol frequently and smoked. Brahim Abdeslam rented one of the cars used in the attacks and eventually died after he set off his explosive suicide vest near the Comptoir Voltaire Café.\textsuperscript{109}

Chakib Akrouh, 25, Belgium citizen of Belgian-Moroccan descent. He traveled to Syria in 2013 and joined ISIS. In his absence, “he was sentenced to five years in jail.”\textsuperscript{110} Authorities believe him to be the third terrorist in the bar and restaurant attacks that killed 39 people. Chakib Akrouh blew himself up with a suicide vest during the police raid on the apartment in Saint-Denis on November 18 where Abdelhamid Abaaoud was also killed.\textsuperscript{111}

Omar Ismail Mostefai, 29, French citizen of French-Algerian descent. He was born in Paris and a known criminal, convicted for several minor crimes, but was never imprisoned. “In 2010, he was identified by French authorities [as] being [an] Islamic radical and his details were entered in a terrorist database.”\textsuperscript{112} Omar later traveled to Syria and was identified by Turkish authorities. Turkish authorities notified French
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authorities about Omar twice without any response prior to the attacks. Omar Mostefai blew himself up at the massacre at the Bataclan Theater.\textsuperscript{113}

\textbf{Samy Amimour}, 28, French citizen. He lived in a Paris suburb and was also well known to French intelligence services. “He was charged with terror offences in 2012 over claims he had planned to go to Yemen. He was placed under judicial supervision but then dropped off the radar, prompting the authorities to issue an international arrest warrant.”\textsuperscript{114} In 2014 he was in Syria, fighting for ISIS. His father traveled to Syria and tried to convince Samy to come home without success. He managed to come back to France in 2015 without getting arrested. “He was another of the suicide bombers who blew himself up at the Bataclan Theatre.”\textsuperscript{115} Other relatives of Samy had been arrested after the Paris attacks.

\textbf{Foued Mohamed-Aggad}, 23, Belgium citizen. He was initially lured to Syria by a French jihadist recruiter. In 2013, he and eight other men from the same district in Strasbourg went to Syria and joined ISIS. Two of them were killed in 2014 and seven returned to Belgium. Only Foued Mohamed-Aggad remained in Syria, until he came home intentionally to take part in the Paris attacks. He was the third suicide bomber who blew himself up at the Bataclan Theater.\textsuperscript{116}

\textbf{Ahmad al-Mohammad (unknown)} pretended to be a Syrian named Ahmad al Muhammad. He possessed an emergency passport and other fake documents. These documents were found after his suicide attack at the Stade de France. According to a report another “document with the same name and data, but different image, had been found on another migrant, suggesting both men bought fake documents from the same counterfeiter.”\textsuperscript{117} Based upon French officials, the man entered Europe in Greece. It is believed he pretended to be a Syrian refugee. His fingerprints and photograph matched a
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Syrian refugee who arrived on October 3. This (still unknown) man was the first terrorist to blow himself up at the Stade de France.118

Bilal Hadfi, 20, French citizen who lived in Belgium. According to Belgian investigators, he had gone to Syria and joined ISIS in early 2014. His return home remained undetected by authorities. They believe he eventually went back, hiding amongst refugees. He was one of the suicide bombers who died at Stade de France. “He had tried to get into the stadium while France were playing Germany but was denied entry and blew himself up in the nearby Rue de la Cokerie.”119

M al-Mahmod (unknown), was the third suicide bomber at the Stade de France. French authorities said his real identity is still unknown. He entered Europe together with Ahmad al-Mohammed in October 2015, travelling through Greece as a refugee.120

5. Other Suspects

In addition to the abovementioned perpetrators, several other jihadi extremists connected to the Paris terror cell were killed by the police during the raids on November 18. One of them was Hasna Aitboulahcen, a cousin of Abdelhamid Abaaoud.121 She was the daughter of Moroccan immigrants. She was tracked by the police who tapped her phone. “She had become radicalized only in recent months and was thought to have had a brief conversation with police before she died.”122 Eventually, she led Abaaoud into the flat prior to the police raid. “Initial reports indicated she had blown herself up, but police later said it was a man that had done so. He has not been identified but there are some suggestions that he may have taken part in the attacks on bars and restaurants in the 10th and 11th districts of Paris with Abaaoud and Brahim Abdeslam.”123 Another suspect, 29-year-old Jawad Bendaoud, was arrested during the raid. He is suspected of providing a
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safe house for the Belgium terrorists. “A girlfriend, Hayet, who was with Jawad Bendaoud on the night of the November 13 attacks told French TV that he suddenly realized he was in trouble. What happened in the days before the raid is unclear but she believes her friend had seen the state of the flat and was aware of what was going on. Mr. Bendaoud has been in trouble with the police before and has served time in prison.”

6. **Connection to the Brussels Attacks**

Several members of the terrorist support network were arrested in the aftermath of the Paris attacks. They supported the perpetrators with transportation, safe houses, logistics, and information. French and Belgian authorities mapped out the network of perpetrators and their supporting structures and links between the Paris and March 22, 2016 Brussels attacks.

7. **Assessment**

The Paris attacks fall in the sub-type 1 (directed) category. About 129 people were killed and another 351 wounded. A large majority of these casualties were young European civilians. Nine out of ten attackers were killed during the French police counter-attacks, blew themselves up, or got shot during later police raids in France and Belgium. Most other attackers and supporters were arrested. After the attacks, European officials reevaluated constantly the EU policy toward immigrants and refugees. The perceived vulnerability against terror attacks accelerated ongoing debates about increasing domestic security measures. Another ISIS-desired effect, a withdrawal of French troops from fighting ISIS never happened, however. Due to rapid police response and after intensive investigations, European authorities were able to crush this particular terror cell. The robust ISIS support network in Europe, partially discovered during the investigations the weeks after the attack, showed more than sufficient logistics capacity and lines of communication. “The French police report, together with hundreds of pages of interrogation and court records also obtained by *The Times*, suggest that there are lingering questions about how many others were involved in the terrorist group’s
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network, how many bomb makers were trained and sent from Syria, and the precise encryption and security procedures that allowed the attackers to evade detection during the three months before they struck.”125

These attacks are also being utilized in the strategic sense, in the same fashion western states conduct attacks utilizing drones to fulfill military and political tasks. A key difference between the two is the chosen type of targets. One uses RW against military and political targets while avoiding civil casualties, and the other uses it deliberately against civilian (soft) targets. Another difference may be the use of Human Drones instead of high-tech UAVs. An important question is, is this a low-cost/low-tech form of remote warfare?

8. In-depth Analysis of Paris

The terrorists who conducted the Paris attacks could be described as a flexible expeditionary force (P1), supported by local auxiliary forces (P2) with detailed knowledge about their objectives. They killed people far away from their “home turf”—at a distance (P3), by employing conventional tactics and technologies with new methods. The use of battle proven jihadi veterans as well as additionally trained expeditionary and local auxiliary forces can easily be compared with an elite special mission unit (P4). The combination of the aforementioned dynamics shows finally also an increased intelligence and surveillance capacity (P5). ISIS claimed immediate responsibility for the attacks. They accelerated these local effects by intentionally producing video, online and print media statements in the same way that western militaries conduct Information Operations (P6). Within the first case, the Paris attacks, all of Moran’s six principles of RW exist. The valid conclusion is that this specific terror attack fits into the RW model. These are the obvious facts, but what else can be observed?

Establishing that the Paris attacks show that Moran’s principles exist in some form provides a possible connection to remote warfare. Even if the attacks qualify as

RW, there still need to be additional factors that make it a unique domain within RW and not simply once of the previously established domains. The following sections will seek to establish these "factors" from the facts of the case. If there are specific factors that set ISIS directed (sub-type 1) or inspired (sub-type 2) terror attacks apart from the other five domains (D), then it can be said with high likelihood that ISIS is conducting a form of RW.

ISIS claims their "home turf" to be within Iraq and Syria. The Paris attacks were ordered by the ISIS external operations wing, but were conducted in Western Europe against their "far enemy" at a distance. This observed cross-border penetration (F1) is more than only "killing at a distance" and can be considered to be a new stage in ISIS strategy. This categorization may also be helpful to distinguish these acts of terrorism from local attacks of the insurgency. ISIS is now also conducting extra-territorial attacks, most likely due to their recent territorial loses in Iraq and Syria. Terrorist acts like Paris are expected to continue and even intensify. Evidence shows that ISIS leaders are becoming more desperate, as well as retaliating for their recent losses. They are also working on a reputation amongst the jihadist and extremist terror organizations. The Paris attacks showed the world that ISIS is able to stage coordinated attacks even against a strong security system at a distance.

Paris was the most intense attack against a western target since 9/11. These kinds of attacks could be evidence for ISIS being in a state of organizational and strategic transition. The Paris attacks also partially support ISIS strategy (F2) components C3 (attack foreign countries from the inside) and C4 (be recognized as the leader of the (global) Jihad). This is presumably more exaggerated rhetoric or wishful thinking, however, and does not mean they really support a caliphate expansion into Europe. It is highly unrealistic that ISIS could control any "hostile" populations or territory. They still struggle to control Shia-dominated areas within or bordering their caliphate.
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According to a UN intelligence report, the Paris attacks “were in part financed through welfare benefits received in Belgium that were moved via Western Union transfer.”128 These occasional and small, unsuspicuous, amounts of money also show the non-transparency and weaknesses within the financial sector and national investigation agencies. This case shows that ISIS is able to conduct a low cost and low profile form of RW against its external western enemies.

As already mentioned, France had already been on high alert for terrorist attacks. Due to the Charlie Hebdo attack and other related incidents, France had increased its inner security and reestablished border control prior to the attacks. All security measures in place enabled rapid response to the attacks, but did not deter or hinder them. Most of the Paris attackers were European nationals with migration backgrounds. Eight of eleven perpetrators were naturalized French or Belgium citizens (Europeans) with Arab migration backgrounds. Most of them visited training camps in Syria and were in direct contact with ISIS. Most of the perpetrators committed previous crimes or were directly involved in other terrorist plots. They were trained in a broad range of terrorist tactics like manufacturing all components of home-made explosive devices (suicide vests) and staging coordinated and highly accurate bombing or shooting attacks to delay coordinated police response in critical phases of an attack.

Like the aforementioned, the Paris attacks combined suicide bombings, shooting attacks, and hostage taking in order to achieve maximum casualties and media attention. ISIS claimed responsibility for ordering the attacks, timing, coordination, and chosen locations. The attacks are therefore categorized as sub-type 1 (directed) attack. They knew their area of operations and determined time and location of the attacks. Their chosen objectives (civil soft targets) and tactics (suicide bombers and armed assaults) ensured temporary overwhelming relative superiority. They also exploited weaknesses in Europe’s (open) border controls and used high-quality fake documents, which is also an

indicator for their capacity to adapt to the environment.\textsuperscript{129} All tactical advantages were on the attacker’s side. Most of the previous attacks conducted by those who pledged fidelity to ISIS involved attacks in a single mode such as gunfire, bombing, or hostage taking.\textsuperscript{130} In Paris, the fanatics combined all three in order to overwhelm the French emergency response. They deliberately chose targets and staged their timing of the attacks. Their infiltration, coordinated and precise actions on their objectives and partially their exfiltration were the result of precise planning by Abdelhamid Abaaoud. The Paris attacks were orchestrated, accurate and precise. Minutes after the attack, the first incident reports (including imagery on Twitter and Facebook) were available to the public. Television stations, newspapers and official statements dominated Western media for the following days. This was due to the selected targets, terror tactics, deliberate use of cruelty and humiliation, and public incentive. They achieved some residual effects (F3) on all sectors and levels, effects which partially still remain.

Being “remote controlled” is a critical factor for a RW-type attack. There is strong evidence, including witness testimony, that the Paris attackers used cell phones and encrypted communications to coordinate their attacks with “outside.” ISIS claimed immediate responsibility for the attacks. The perpetrators were trained in Syria, tasked and controlled by ISIS’s external operational wing. These control methods (F4) played a decisive role and characterize these types of attacks as RW.

ISIS deliberately attacked western people and western culture in Paris. Targeting the stadium with suicide bombers during a national soccer game was intended to kill large numbers of civilians. The same is true for the Bataclan Theater. The assault on the restaurants and cafes on a Friday night were an attack on normal people’s way of life. Those places look like randomly selected targets, but in combination one could conclude they were selected to achieve maximum symbolic value. Despite preemptively increased security measures, all six locations are considered as “soft-targets.” The attacks all started


\textsuperscript{130} Ibid.
on a Friday night between 9:20 pm and 10:00 pm. The stadium, restaurants, cafes, and theater were all highly frequented by civilians (mostly young French people, students, and tourists) during these times. ISIS intentionally attacked the French people, French culture, and French way of life in a highly visible way. “The attacks struck directly to the heart of French society, which was surely Daesh’s [ISIS’s] plan.”

As stated in the beginning of this chapter, we argue that those six principles (P) and some other specific factors (F) can be observed in terrorist attacks like Paris. What we found additionally during our analysis was not only a partial overlap between (P) and (F), but also some essential uniqueness in this possible new domain of RW. We further defined some of the additional RW factors (F) to be essential, and others to be only specific additional observations. These essential factors are Cross Border Penetration (F1), Support to Grand Strategy (F2), desired Residual Effects (F3), and the Control Method (F4) itself. Other factors and observations may or may not be observed as indicators in other terrorist attacks, but they are not an essential and common part of RW-type terror attacks. The testing for (P) and additional findings (F) within the case (Paris) is laid out in Table 3 and will be used for assessing the other cases exactly the same way.

### Table 3. Paris Analysis Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case #1</th>
<th>RW Principles (P)</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>P1-6 exist</td>
<td>Multiple cross-border penetrations in preparation</td>
<td>ISIS claimed responsibility, support of strategy* C3/C4</td>
<td>Media attention, Military effects, Domestic effects</td>
<td>Ext/Int highly coordinated attack cells</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The strategy can be found in Chapter I, Section I B.

Having established a case (Paris) for testing and adding to the existing model, other cases should show the same patterns, the majority of Moran’s principles (P) and the

---

additional contributing factors (F). This has to be tested with a representative sample of cases in Europe of both terror attack sub-types (directed and inspired). If we can confirm the original principles of RW and the additional essential factors, ISIS is not only conducting RW, but this specific type of “remote terrorism” is also a new domain within and in addition to the existing RW model.
III. TOWARD A THEORY

In order to establish the idea of terrorist attacks inside Dr. Moran’s theory of RW, other cases must show the same or a majority of the established principles and additional factors derived from the Paris Case. Unfortunately, there is no lack of cases of ISIS attacks over the past two years. The following two cases of ISIS attacks—Brussels, Belgium and Nice, France—will round out the idea that ISIS is conducting remote warfare. Each case represents one of the two sub-types of attacks, sub-type 1 (directed): Brussels and sub-type 2 (inspired): Nice. As with Paris, Dr. Moran’s six principles of RW (P) and the additional four factors for RW (F) will need to be present. The analysis will be conducted in simple terms, answering IF-THEN statements. For example, IF Dr. Moran’s RW Principles (P) exist in the cases THEN the case is an act of RW,” and IF the four Key Additional Factors (F) exist in the case THEN the cases show the acts as a new unique domain within the existing RW concept (Figure 4).

Figure 4. A New and Unique Domain (D) in RW Theory

---

A. TEST CASE 1: BRUSSELS, BELGIUM, MARCH 22, 2016

1. Summary

Europe was reeling from the attacks conducted in downtown Paris when, in late March 2016, another round of violent acts took place in neighboring Belgium. Zaventem Airport and the Maelbeek subway station in Belgium’s capital of Brussels suffered coordinated attacks and became a battleground for the Islamic State against the West. Two separate groups of attackers killed 34 and injured 236 more civilians.133 The attacks came a few months after the Paris attacks, shared the same attack networks, and were controlled by ISIS. All of these factors point to the possibility that these actions could show proof of ISIS’s place in remote warfare theory.

2. Background

Belgium is widely considered the strategic and diplomatic hub of Europe. This consideration is due to its being home to both the European Union and NATO headquarters.134 Most regard Belgium as the figurehead of European, and by extension Western, values. As with all countries, Belgium had open borders and a high level of cross-cultural acceptance. Belgium also has the highest number per capita of foreign fighters of any European or Western Country.135 Within the context of the EU, Belgium has the fourth highest number of foreign fighters behind France, the UK, and Germany.136

3. Overview of the Attack

At 8:12 am local time, terminal 3 of the Zaventem Airport became a war zone on the morning of March 22 when two explosions ripped through the crowded checkout zones. The brothers Khalid and Brahim El Bakraoui hid bombs in their suitcases, which upon detonation killed 14 people and injured another 106. About an hour later, another
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bomber detonated an explosive belt inside a train car at the Maelbeek subway station. This attack killed 20 and injured 130.

4. Response

The international community condemned the attacks as acts of terrorism. ISIS’s news agency released the following statement immediately after the attacks:137 “A number of soldiers from the Caliphate – carrying explosive belts, bombs and automatic weapons, and targeting locations chosen with precision in the Belgium capital, Brussels – entered Zaventem Airport of Brussels and a subway station in order to kill a high number of crusaders. They then detonated their explosive vests in the middle of a crowd. The outcome of the attacks was 40 dead people and no less than 210 injured people.”

The government of Belgium acted under a state of emergency and turned all policing and military efforts inward toward national security matters. All public transportation shut down in and around Brussels for the remainder of the day. Air traffic was diverted to other locations within Europe. Most major airports within Europe were put on their highest level of alert. Belgium increased its terror alert to its highest level, which included placing Belgian nuclear power plants on high alert.

5. Analysis

The Brussels case has many similarities with the Paris case, mainly due to their connection between the attack networks.138 This example was also a directed attack, just the same as Paris. Dr. Moran’s six principles (P) as well as the additional factors (F) derived from the Paris attacks will be used to further establish ISIS’s terror attacks in the theory of RW.

a. The Six Principles (P)

The attack networks that operated with relative impunity within Belgium and Paris are the first to qualify within the first principle of RW. Salah Abdeslam was an

138 Ibid., 10.
organizer of the Paris attacks and may have withheld information from his interrogation concerning the upcoming Brussels attack. Principle 2 can be found in the use of local communities to garner support and material that were employed in both the airport and subway attacks. The El Bakraoui brothers lived in a tightknit Muslim community from which they could plan and conduct surveillance with relative impunity. The “killing at a distance” principle is found in ISIS’s guiding policy of “paying the price.” In regards to the “new technology,” this has much to do with the way that ISIS controls its “drones.” The uses of social media, various smart phone apps (WhatsApp, Telegram, etc.) are all important parts in communicating with and controlling the attacks with deadly accuracy. The use of “elite special units” in Principle 3 can be found in the molding of each of the attack teams, which carried out two separate but precise attacks within areas of heightened security. The units likely together to gain a working knowledge of their equipment and how to make the most out of their weapons of choice. Intelligence and surveillance were integral to the success of each attack. The brothers Khalid and Brahim El Bakraoui lived in a nearby neighborhood and used it as a base for reconnaissance of the Maelbeek station. Lastly, both before and after attacks ISIS used their version of Information Operations to forecast their attacks and provide justification through sympathetic websites. Following the attacks, ISIS quickly let the world know that they were responsible for the murderous acts as well as regurgitating their reasoning.

b. Additional Factors (F)

Even with the Brussels attacks proven as possible RW, the facts within the case must also show the existence of the four key factors established through the Paris Case.
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141 The so-called ‘policy’ comes from the “Management of Savagery,” written by pen name Abu Naji Bakr, noted al-Qaeda propagandist. He states that ‘paying the price’ is the idea of making an enemy think ‘one-thousand times’ before attacking regions managed by a regime of the administration of savagery or Caliphate.
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The four key factors extracted from the Paris case can be found in various parts of the Brussels case. The Belgian-Moroccan national Najim Laachraoui\textsuperscript{145} was suspected of making the bombs used in the Paris attacks and frequently moved between Belgium and France to coordinate with the Paris attack cell. Mohamed Abrini\textsuperscript{146} was implicated in planning both the Paris and Brussels attacks. The fact that these two worked across international borders is evidence in showing a connection with Cross Border Penetration (F1). Support to ISIS strategy (see Section II) is found in the online statements by ISIS.\textsuperscript{147} The strategy and connection directly to ISIS show cause that the attack directly supported ISIS strategy (F2). Residual effects (F3) can be observed in the nationwide response conducted by the government of Belgium. The government evacuated their nuclear power plants and fortified other major hubs of national importance. While the likelihood of being killed in a terrorist attack is extremely low,\textsuperscript{148} the Belgian national response exhibited a residual effect of hyper-vigilance at the least. The maturity of the attack cells that coordinated not only among the Belgian attackers but with the Paris cells establishes a distinct amount of control. Veteran ISIS propagandist Fabien Clain allegedly coordinated their efforts. Clain is also suspected of coordinating the Paris attacks.\textsuperscript{149} This external coordination and control directly supports F4 or the existence of a control method. Table 4 summarizes the Brussels case analysis and incorporates (a) the testing for the six principles of RW (P), and (b) the additional factors of remote terrorism (F).


\textsuperscript{147} Karen Daniel, \textit{The Brussels Attacks - 22/03/2016 What Do We Know?}


Table 4. Brussels Analysis Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case #1</th>
<th>RW Principles (P)</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brussels</td>
<td>P1-6 exist</td>
<td>Multiple cross-border penetrations in preparation of the attack</td>
<td>ISIS claimed responsibility, support of strategy* C3/C4</td>
<td>Media attention, Military effects, Domestic effects</td>
<td>Ext/Int highly coordinated attack cells</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The strategy can be found in Chapter I, Section I, B.

B. TEST CASE 2: NICE, FRANCE, JULY 14, 2016

1. Summary

Bastille Day 2016 marked the 138th celebration of the storming of the Bastille during the French Revolution in 1789. The celebration is on the same level of national pride as Independence Day in the United States and is commemorated by nationwide military parades. On July 14, 2016, however, in Nice, France, the day was darkened by an attack by Tunisian-born Mohamed Lahouaiej-Bouhlel, who used a delivery truck to kill 86 civilians and wound another 303. The attack was covered worldwide and drew the ire of the French President toward the Islamic State, who claimed the attack only two days afterwards.150 The attack was originally thought to be a “lone wolf” attack where the agent was self-radicalized and ready to commit violence, but the facts of the case will show otherwise. Through a series of interactions with co-conspirators, and self-research, Bouhlel became a drone for the Islamic State.

2. Background

The attacker was 31-year-old Mohamed Lahouaiej-Bouhlel, from Msaken Tunisia. He was married and had three children, and according to the media outlet The

Telegraph, was “entirely unknown to intelligence services.” Bouhlel was previously known to local police due to allegations of threats and violence spanning a period of six years. Bouhlel was also given a suspended six-month prison sentence after being convicted of violence with a weapon. He was not described as a devout Muslim and lived a lifestyle of drugs and sex. Within a few months prior to the attack, Bouhlel reportedly became more interested in radical jihadist movements, and was reportedly expressing sympathies toward ISIS actions in Syria.

Furthermore, French investigators found that Bouhlel was frequenting websites with ISIS propaganda and extremist views. His neighborhood may have allowed for contact with individuals already being tracked for their contacts with known Islamic radicals as well as individuals connected with the formerly known Al Nusra Front. Ten days prior to the attack, Bouhlel grew a beard for “religious reasons,” and over the next few days began coordinating with co-conspirators and suppliers in preparation for the attack. Finally, Mohamed Lahouaiej-Bouhlel was seen on security cameras conducting what would seem to be reconnaissance of his target location. He spent the few minutes prior to the attack taking a photo of himself in the truck and sending it to his family back in Tunisia as well as sending a last-minute text to one of his alleged accomplices nicknamed “C” concerning the need for more weapons.

3. Overview of the Attack

Fireworks lit up the night sky over the coastal city, and thousands crowded the famous Promenade des Anglais. The time was a little after 11:30 local time, when a local,
Laicia Baroi, saw a white delivery truck “speeding up, braking, speeding up again, and braking again.”\textsuperscript{157} The attack commenced about a half hour later with the truck turning down the promenade and smashing through the barriers near the Lenval children’s hospital. The truck accelerated toward the larger crowds and continued another one and a quarter mile before being brought to a halt by police gunfire. Lahouaiej-Bouhlel exited the truck, fired at the police, and fled on foot. After a few blocks the police closed with and killed the attacker. The attack lasted minutes, but killed 86 civilians and injured another 303. The police found that Lahouaiej-Bouhlel was in possession of an automatic pistol, bullets, a fake automatic pistol, two replica assault rifles,\textsuperscript{158} and an empty grenade.\textsuperscript{159}

4. **Response**

Within two days ISIS, through both their Radio Bayan and news outlet Amaq, claimed an “ISIS soldier” executed the attack.\textsuperscript{160} French President Francois Hollande gave a televised statement saying “It’s France in its entirety that is being targeted by Islamic Terrorism.”\textsuperscript{161} France extended for another three months the state of emergency that had already been in place following the November Paris attacks. In the months following the attack, French police made multiple arrests to include an Albanian couple that were found to have had contact or provided direct support to Bouhlel prior to the attack. President Hollande also announced an increase in airstrikes against ISIS targets in Iraq and Syria.


\textsuperscript{158} A Kalashnikov and an M16.
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5. Analysis

It was initially thought that Mohamed Lahouaiej-Bouhlel acted alone and was as some experts call “self-radicalized.” The investigation by French police has since found evidence showing he was not acting alone, but in fact, in contact with ISIS operatives, thus being controlled from a distance. Again, the question must be asked: Do the facts of this case show both the existence of the Moran RW principles (P) and the additional factors (F)?

a. The Six Principles (P)

Mohamed Lahouaiej-Bouhlel was a French citizen, but he still maintained strong connections with his family in Tunisia, including his recently “radicalized” brother. These connections show cause to support the first principle of RW (P1). Bouhlel worked closely with multiple co-conspirators that supplied him with resources and weapons to carry out the July attack. This local “auxiliary” supports the existence of the second principle (P2). The control was applied through Bouhlel’s recent radicalization and the fixation on enacting the “will” of ISIS on the victims in Nice. While there was no “new” technology in use during the attacks, the sophistication involved in the planning and execution was a rare occurrence. The “killing at a distance” (P3) has strong ties to the fact that these attacks were ordered from inside ISIS’s occupied territory and carried out against foreign objectives. Special units (P4) were formed to both carry out the attack and provide support to the actions. These teams trained for surgical execution against their chosen targets. The teams had to conduct high levels of surveillance (P5) in order to perform their attack. The teams knew exactly when and where to strike according to their
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Finally, ISIS conducted a multitude of activities supporting Information Operations (P6). These activities ranged from them directly claiming the attacks to the auxiliary support through various jihadist blogs and social media accounts.

b. Additional Factors (F)

The four additional factors must be present to support the idea of “terror attacks” as a unique domain within remote warfare. The fact that the attack was on Bastille Day stuck at the heart of French identity. Bouhlel was a French citizen, but found a connection with known jihadists in his rapid conversion to a more radical form of Islam. This connection with foreign support directly supports F1. The attack on a sense of safety amongst French citizens coupled with the support to state strategy is firmly within F2 or support to ISIS strategy. France continued its pre-existing state of emergency as well as increased airstrikes against ISIS targets within Syria. It is interesting to note that France denounced these attacks as a direct attack on the nation of France, a proclamation that would normally be attributed to detesting another nation-state, which ISIS is not. The military strikes and national statements sanction inclusion in F3. Bouhlel spent hours in preparation for the attack. He stockpiled weapons, rented a truck (the true weapon), and surveyed his target although he acted alone, a highly connected auxiliary supported his attack. The attacker himself and his ISIS handlers were highly coordinated. The attacker was in constant contact with ISIS agents via direct and indirect methods (F4).

---

The Brussels and the Nice attacks have proved both the existence of the six principles of RW (P) and the four key factors (F). This can allow for the expansion of the current theory¹⁶⁸ and establish remote terrorism as a unique domain (D). All of this shows a push past what the contemporary view of what a drone is, and how RW is conducted.

---

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

A. CONCLUSIONS

Initially, we stated the following hypothesis: Terrorist Groups (like ISIS) that seek to control or already control territory will use RW to conduct extra-territorial attacks. In the deductive part of our research, we applied Dr. Moran’s/ORG’s comprehensive RW model to the ISIS attack in Paris. Our second hypothesis was: The six principles (P) exist within the cases of ISIS terror attacks in Europe. After categorization and in-depth analysis of a selected sample of additional cases of both sub-types (directed and inspired), we finally identified commonalities and patterns within these terror attacks. Therefore, our third hypothesis was: Other factors (F) establish these attacks as a unique domain (D) of RW. Both deductive theory testing and the inductive cross- and within-case comparison indicate, with sufficient evidence, that these attack types are indeed RW. Furthermore, we identified a gap in the existing RW model, which is remote terrorism as a unique domain.

1. The Principles of Remote Warfare (P)

Dr. Moran and the ORG identified six overall principles of RW: “(P1) The use of flexible expeditionary/policing forces rather than garrisons operating from networks of ‘lilly pad’ bases, (P2) the use of local auxiliary forces who have knowledge and less accountability, (P3) the use of ‘killing at a distance’ techniques based on new technology, (P4) the use of elite special units as force multipliers, (P5) the increasing emphasis on intelligence/surveillance to enable force concentration, and (P6) Information Operations.”169 If the majority of these six principles are applicable to an activity, then the requirements to categorize that specific activity as RW are met. In our selected sample of cases of both sub-types, all of the six principles could be confirmed within each case. Our conclusion, based upon the sole existence of (P), is that these terror attacks of both sub-types can be counted as RW.

---

2. **The Additional Factors (F)**

We also found additional factors (F) that are common to all tested terror attacks of both sub-types, directed and inspired. These additional factors (F) are: (F1) Cross Border Penetration, (F2) Support to Grand Strategy, (F3) desired Residual Effects, and (F4) the Control Method itself. These factors are in combination and characteristic unique to this specific type of RW and, in addition to the aforementioned principles (P), are sufficient to conclude that these terror attacks are a unique domain (D) of RW.

The additional factors (F) show a common pattern that is true to all tested cases of both sub-types. It is most likely that new cases/attacks will follow that same pattern. This means that this “adjusted” part of the existing model has some limited (we still do not know who, where, when—but we know roughly how and exactly why they do it) predictive capacities.

3. **The Extended Domains (D) of RW**

Dr. Moran and the ORG initially identified five key areas (domains) of RW, based upon the application of the six principles (P): (D1) Special Forces, (D2) private military and security companies, (D3) unmanned vehicles and autonomous weapon systems, (D4) cyber warfare and intelligence, (D5) surveillance and reconnaissance.\(^{170}\) These domains (D) cover our conventional understanding of RW from a western perspective. Taking into account that all preconditions (P) and common additional factors (F) could be identified within the case study of recent terrorist attacks in Europe, we conclude that remote terrorism is the additional sixth domain (D6) among the already established domains of Dr. Moran’s model of RW. This also means, among other things, that the concept of RW is no longer (it probably never was) exclusive to major nation-states (mostly technology based), but is also an actionable strategy for terrorist groups.

4. Terrorist Organizations and RW

Based upon our research of the recent terror attacks in Europe and additional observations on the battlefields in Iraq and Syria, we are forced to conclude that global terrorist organizations (like ISIS) are indeed highly adaptive and learning organizations.\textsuperscript{171} This is true for them adjusting their grand strategy and even truer for them adjusting tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs), both based upon operational necessity and success. Using remote terrorism as a means in support of their strategy is not unique to ISIS. Whether this phenomenon is a strategy shift, caused by tactical losses on their home turf, or simply a new strategy stage, is debatable. ISIS is also not the only terrorist organization that seeks control over territory. It further can be assumed that other terrorist organizations that seek control over territory will use the same means (remote terrorism) in support of their grand strategy.

5. Limitations of Remote Terrorism

Besides ethics and effectiveness considerations, RW has some serious limitations. This is true for a UAV strike against a high value target (HVT) and also for a RW-type terror attack. Neither a single UAV strike (or a UAV air campaign) nor a specific RW-type terror attack (i.e., 9/11) was decisive enough to win a war. “Drones are fool’s gold: they prolong wars we can’t win.”\textsuperscript{172} This is also true of human drones. RW in a broader sense is more a supportive tactical tool to other military or para-military activities on an operational level, which is comparably cheap (money and lives), highly visible, and produces body count. This creates the perception of decisive strategic utility where there is none.


6. Further Research

Besides the already mentioned additional factors (F1) Cross Border Penetration, (F2) Support to Grand Strategy, (F3) desired Residual Effects, and (F4) the Control Method itself, we found other variables contributing to the success of RW-type terror attacks. These variables may not be common to all cases of both sub-types, but can be observed and linked frequently to terrorist attacks. These variables are: (1) relatively low costs, (2) low profile, (3) high accuracy, and (4) high visibility. Both the additional factors (F) and the variables could provide deeper insights and show tender spots within the RW mechanism and, therefore, require further research.

Our research had a limited scope. We identified and confirmed a new domain (D) in RW theory, and parts of the enabling mechanism behind this remote terrorism. Besides a very limited predictive capacity of our extended model, however, we were only able to explain how and why terrorist organizations like ISIS are using RW as a method to support their cause. Further research should focus on figuring out who, where, and when RW-type terror attacks could occur. This could help western military, intelligence, and law enforcement to focus on general and specific preemptive protective measures to decrease terrorist organizations’ capabilities and success of remote terrorism.

B. IMPLICATIONS

With the expansion of the conceptual meaning of RW, specifically within the context of Remote Terror, the question can be asked: “What can we do about it?” There are many things that are already in place throughout the world and in Europe that are being done to combat terror of all kinds. RW from terror organizations outside of the European theater has the potential to be more commonplace than ever before. The good news is that while these attacks may be nuanced in a way, there are policies and data that already exist in order to contend against any organization that would seek to conduct extra-territorial attacks against Europe. The implications within the following section will revolve around the idea of an organization such as ISIS that is using terror as an
extension of their strategic goals. The implications will be set mainly for European military and governmental organizations and focus on the following three divisions: the source of the attacks, European policies, and integration versus assimilation.

The themes of synchronization (international, inter-organizational, etc.) as well as the simplicity of action are apparent throughout each of these divisions. Each of these sections also are points at which NATO SOF can find in-roads for bi-proxy support and direct support. NATO SOF through specific authorities can engage at local levels in countries affected by the various activities of terror groups. NATO SOF must look for opportunities to align themselves with EU, OSCE, and other international organizations’ efforts that best serve the respective countries and NATO as a whole for the best defense of Europe.

1. The Source

The notion of waging protracted war has been met with wide criticism, but a limited and aggressive campaign can have immediate effects. Much like the removal of a tumor, military action against the core of a group such as ISIS can attack their ambitions (i.e., nation-state equivalency), while SOF operations can seek to target leadership, disrupt networks, and resources while denying population centers. In short, ISIS or groups like ISIS that conduct attacks abroad must be removed by operations exclusively focused on the removal of that source.

Current operations against ISIS consist of multinational and U.S. forces, mainly under the Combined-Joint Task Force Operation Inherent Resolve. Their mission statement reads, “Combined Joint Task Force – Operation INHERENT RESOLVE (CJTF-OIR), by, with and through regional partners, is to militarily defeat DA’ESH in the Combined Joint Operations Area in order to enable whole-of-coalition governmental

---


actions to increase regional stability.” 175 While these operations have made considerable strides against ISIS, early criticisms of OIR categorized it as “underwhelming.” 176 Working through rebel forces and airstrikes were seen as not going too far to destroy ISIS forces. Currently, there is a debate on what “success” is against ISIS and when the operation should end. 177

While there is no prospect of an exact solution to end ISIS within Syria and Iraq, there is the potential to be swift, decisive, and limited. The Iraqis, Kurds, and moderate rebels do require support in their own ways, but if ISIS is to be truly eradicated then the group must be cut out with surgical precision. This must be separate from stability operations, support to Iraqi forces, or bi-proxy support to anti-Assad rebels. In summation, if the plan is to destroy an organization, then make it the operation’s sole priority. Strike the source, remove the source, and diminish the capability for ISIS or groups like ISIS to strike targets abroad.

2. Europe and CT Policies

This is a topic of much debate and action for many European countries, particularly those who are the start and end points of the refugee and migrant flows. There is no new suggestion to make, rather to highlight the documents and knowledge that already exist for the prevention and combat of terrorism, particularly those terrorists that serve under the banner of ISIS. Across Europe, there are sufficient policies in regards to Counter Terrorism, but proofs of simplicity, synchronization, and cross-border law enforcement must be improved upon if there is any hope to degrade the efforts of ISIS and future terror organizations.

The 2005 Counter-Terrorism Strategy from IPOL for the Directorate General for International Policies\textsuperscript{178} outlines an analysis of counter terrorism policies across multiple European countries within the European Union. The recommendations are very helpful in terms of outlining how most European countries could efficiently fight terrorism within their respective countries.\textsuperscript{179} For instance, the study highlights existing channels for cooperation, stating, “there is a formal channel to cooperate, as well as an informal channel and that the latter is extremely important and hence should be strengthened, rather than creating yet another framework for cooperation or data sharing.”\textsuperscript{180} The study also highlights a true number of returnees that pose security risks.\textsuperscript{181} Understanding this data has the potential for the streamlining of resources toward those individuals who truly pose a threat and those who do not. The recent attacks in Sweden show a possible gap in this understanding.\textsuperscript{182}

While there is no real “grand solution” for the migration crisis stemming from the conflict in Syria, there is plenty of data that show the overwhelming numbers of asylum seekers, refugees, and displaced persons that seem to have no end. There are many reactions across Europe both socially and politically. The social reactions range from a wholesale reception of displaced persons to localized crises in neighborhoods where the blending of cultures has come to violent clashes. Political paralleling of these societal reactions is now commonplace across Europe. Whether or not there will ever be a median opinion both politically and societally, there remains the fact that displaced persons will be a fixture within Europe for the foreseeable future,\textsuperscript{183} and there is a growing conflict of


\textsuperscript{179} Ibid., 19.

\textsuperscript{180} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{181} Ibid., 30.


cultures that has the potential for more damage than any number of terror attacks. The following section lays out the arguments for how best to approach this issue.

3. **Integration vs. Assimilation**

The most complicated aspect of how to counter terror organizations such as ISIS in Europe is how to curtail recruitment and radicalization. It is easier to issue arrest warrants, kill suspected terrorists, and even root out suspected terrorists. The large and ever-growing numbers of displaced persons currently in Europe highlights the issue of integrating these individuals or assimilating them into European cultural and economic systems. These are two sides of an argument that is both socially and politically charged.

*The Atlantic* produced an article with anecdotal evidence of the advantages of integrating Syrian children into Dutch schools. While the article has its shortfalls, it does make the point of the difficulties of assimilating refugees into European cultures. The specific issue is that of the sense of a “lost identity.” This particular issue plays well with ISIS narratives that the West desires to degrade Islam with decadence. Assimilation also plays to the personal grievances that many foreign fighters claim as their motivations to either conduct attacks domestically or depart to fight for ISIS.

The individual believes that the undermining of his or her identity leaves them without purpose or history, presents the government as a representative thief. The idea that language is an underpinning to proper integration comes up often across various discussions. The website, Debating Europe describes the emphasis on diversity, particularly in language as a “two-way street,” whereby the country as well as the refugee must attempt to recognize the value of their respective languages to each other’s culture, while all along establishing common language to solve grievances of any kind. The
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common language will allow for the displaced individuals’ proper access to the labor market and dispute resolution, while maintaining their cultural identities at home.187

As stated in the introduction, NATO SOF has the opportunity to further integrate itself into existing CT structures, as well as use authorities to advantage themselves over ISIS and any future terror organizations. remote terrorism can be effectively countered and prevented. Unfortunately, recent history has proven there will be no shortage of opportunities to do so. NATO SOF, U.S. SOF, and their allies can ensure the safety of their countries’ citizens and reassure them of their government’s diligent effort to defeating any homegrown or outside threats.
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